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About This Game

In this classic adventure, you will take on the role of young Scotland Yard Detective Brent Halligan, assigned to solve the puzzle
surrounding a mysterious order of Druids and a series of gruesome murders. It appears that the neo-Druids are conducting ritual

killings in order to conjure up incredibly sinister forces.

In the course of their investigations, the engaging anti-hero and his ally, a young scientist, delve into almost forgotten secrets of
the past. Aided by an expert on Druids, they will travel back in time. Only in the past they will be able to find the key in order to

save the world, but will they succeed?

…end the ritual, before it begins…

Key Features

More than 50 impressive locations of the past and present

More than 360 interactive scenes

3D characters (up to 1000 polygons)

More than 20 speaking characters

5 hours of voice-overs
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Lip-sync dialogues created through phonetic speech analysis

Non-linear dialogues

Extensive real-time soundtrack

Soundtrack and FX created with Dolby Surround
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Title: The Mystery of the Druids
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
House of Tales
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2001

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 95/98/2000/ME/XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 200 MHz

Memory: 32 MB RAM

Graphics: 2 MB VGA Video (with or without 3D)

DirectX: Version 8.2

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit sound card

English,German,Russian,French
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The greatest puzzle game ever created.
Challenging puzzles, great music, and even a story. You don't see many match 3 games with stories.
I don't know why they gave me a free copy of Jewel Quest Mysteries though. That one's a bad game.. reading is for nerds. nice
skin annoying horn. Whilst this game seems to have a great concept and potential, I found the controls very clunky to use being
largely reliant on one hand. Part of it may be like that for me since I have a pianist's background and set up to play as such, but
the just being so single hand based kind of made this awkward. There's other rhythm games I've enjoyed more as the controls
were far more intuitive.

TLDR - Great concept, bad controls.. Do not buy this game, it's a scam. No updates in months. Complete waste of money.
Horrible gameplay, unfinished game.. This game is wonderful! If you feel like puting your brain to the test, this game is for you!
Graphics are amazing: people have posted asking if they are glitches but in reality, I actually think it's part of the game. Because
its set to look 'comic-ish' so therefore, the glitches occur because its their form of style. You will se why that is important if you
want to play the game yourself. I highly reccommend! Music is also incredibly well done!. Not able to invert Y axis, I need this
option, sorry, currently unplayable for me. Will review again if this is implemented.. quot;повелителей востока", то в
оригинал возвращаться не захочется. Огромная куча разных нововведений, на перечисление которых уйдет слишком
много времени.. I've spent, what, 2-3 hours with this game - and I am completely burned out on it already. It appears you go
through repetition after repetition of the same events, you try to somehow acquire some skills, of course, at the beginning of this
game you don't have any, so you fail every skill test from day 1 and then, unpredictably, you die -- only to go skip skip skip (and
thank heavens you CAN skip dialogue) through all the same stuff again, maybe survive one more step, only to die another
unpredictable death.

After the time I spent - I really really don't want to go through this again. It is mindnumbingly boring, and frustrating to boot.
Every death is apparently meant to teach you what skills you'll need in this situation, but very often you simply haven't a chance
to advance all those skills in time, and even if you have, the endless repetition of 'redo from start' just had me rolling my eyes..
There are a lot of gamedev docu's out there, and this is one of the better ones. The focus is on Atari and the people who worked
there. These people actually created the industry with their bare hands, something that cannot be said for a lot of other
gamedevs.
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Underrated gem
Hightly recommend it. Wonderful game! Great sound track. Just a overall amazing game! I love the the idea of the game! It is
wonderful. There is a few bugs here and there but still a wonderful game!. A fun concept but not perfectly executed. There have
been several issues in only the first twenty minutes of play including difficulty with reloading, consuming the alcohol and
picking up\/dropping items. The biggest flaw with this game is spacial awareness and that the bar seems to be placed halfway
through the boundaries set up in 'room set-up', as a result when trying to pick up a glass or bottle you more often than not try to
pass through the blue wireframe grid and (in my case) punch your TV, wall, sofa or unsuspecting spectator. a quick fix for this
would be to simply alter the dimensions of the game to bring the bar corner further in and the entrance further out but so far no
such update has occured, this one flaw is enough for me to have issue with recommending the game.

Bring the bar further into the room and the game will improve drastically, until then I personally wouldn't consider buying the
game at full price and am only not requesting a refund due to getting the game on sale and hoping the developers heed my
advice.. From my experience with Decent Icons, it was acting very glitchy with me. When I edit the icons with pictures, they
reset when back to how they were when I go in a game... it's so stupid. After they reset back to its original state the glitch
becomes far worse by not letting me open my games... It just keeps me on the desktop. Then when I go to edit mode to adjust
where I would like them on my desktop, it is super laggy and slow and it gets frustrating. I am not sure if it was an installation
problem with on my PC but it had me pretty enraged. I am sorry, I don't recommend it. I may get it again when things are fixed
and maybe more features are added, or if I get a second monitor. But my PC is a great powerful one, I would assume that it
should run pretty decent and smooth... but it didn't. So, for now, it's not my thing. But I recommend people to give it a try, if not
refund it. I don't know. CH\u039bRMY DISS\u039bPPROVES... :\/. Really good and fun route for mostly local work. This is
great to get you up to speed driving in Tane, also transfers to Trainz 2019 if you own\/buy it. Pretty hard to see in the Night of
the Storm mission, but then it is at night during a storm so... Great fun for the money!!. Arma 3 Tools killed my family. Very
nice, but rather short Visual Novel. Took me about 1.5 hours to complete the story once. You follow the story of a detective
with his assistant. The detective has a very special character ;)

The story is nice and easy to read. Sometimes I wish the text lines wouldn't stretch over the complete screen but break more
often. Would be much easier for the eyes. Also there are a couple of typos starting from about 50% of the story. But that was
not a big problem.

Overall a nice game for about 2 hours.
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